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Press release from first exhibition at Import Projects, Berlin

Invisible Measure investigates narratives that are hidden in plain view. The areas of investigation 
span the last century and attempt to understand how our relationship to transparency has evolved 
alongside the gradual shift from material to immaterial labor processes. From the use of transparent 
materials in architecture beginning at the turn of the last century, to the political necessity of transpar-
ency today, the project focuses on the use of transparency as a vehicle for ideological social reform. 
The notion itself seems to imply a certain absolute, a one-to-one assurance of accurate vision. Yet 
the word defines not accuracy, but appearance. Appearance, however, is not solid, it can be fleeting, 
momentary, prone to deception and hallucination. If we break the word down: trans apparent: through 
- it - appearance, what then, is IT? 

With Invisible Measure, Beny Wagner addresses a series of moments throughout history and in the 
present that function (or have functioned) as IT. The exhibited works take as a starting point the shift 
brought about by the invention of Plexiglas, a material which, for the first time, created transparency 
without the compromise of fragility. When Plexiglas was invented in Germany in 1933, it was imme-
diately put to military use. Today’s inheritors of the Plexiglas patent – while proud of their product’s 
optimization of our ability to see – are keen to obscure its genesis. This occluded truth is the catalyst 
for the exhibition’s meditation on how our understanding of transparency has radically changed our 
compulsion for clarity of vision. The works, Vision Contract, Light Politics, and Without Seams (2013), 
employ the material of Plexiglas and the language used to represent it to create a rupture in our sys-
tematized codes of vision. 

The film Invisible Measure (2013) is a reflection on the ideology that attended the increasing uptake 
of glass in early 20th Century architecture. Its voice-over borrows from Paul Scheerbart, a writer 
and poet who authored the influential book Glass Architecture in 1914. Glimpses of our contempo-
rary environment bear witness to the traces of Scheerbart’s now century-old visions of a glass world 
so virtuous, it “would rather break than bend”. Invisible Measure lingers on Scheerbart’s fantastical 
projections, superimposing his crystal palaces with the reality of Plexiglas, a material as malleable as 
each of our individual desires.

As our world of production moves further towards the immaterial, so has our relation to language. 
Today’s ‘transparency’ functions on a high level of abstraction, referring to government, business, 
and global exchange. Transparency International is a global anti-corruption organization. Founded in 
1993 by Peter Eigen, former World Bank Head of Operations in Africa and South America, the organi-
zation can take credit for much of the proliferation of the term in today’s world. By this organization’s 
reckoning, transparency is quantifiable - based on in-depth statistical analysis. The sound installation, 
Through It Appearance (2013), is based on an interview the artist conducted with Peter Eigen. The 
resulting conversation leads to surprising word plays, pointing to the intangible function of the term. It 
seems the only way to actually address transparency is through metaphors that often verge on banal-
ity. In the work, Eigen’s voice is broadcast in a large room, suggestive of a hidden omnipotence.

Language, much like vision, functions to fill the impossible gap between how we describe things and 
what they are. This exhibition functions within the space of this gap, extracting the intangible nar-
ratives of people throughout history who have placed themselves on the thin line of the lens. Invis-
ible Measure seeks to problematize existing notions where language and vision intersect. Far from 
attempting to synthesize a single perspective, the aim is to decentralize various points of view, an 
exercise in refraction.
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Invisible Measure is a film based on 
Paul Scheerbart’s Glasarchitektur. The 
book, published in 1914, became a 
major reference for modernist architects 
and fueled the utopian and ideological 
uses of glass in architecture. The film at-
tempts to understand the historical arch 
by which the material of glass, initially 
imbued with spiritual and mystical prop-
erties, has, in its contemporary appli-
cation, come to be associated with the 
seemingly rational and objective proper-
ties of transparency. Somewhere be-
tween metaphor and material, Scheer-
bart’s often incoherent and at times 
even mad writings are superimposed on 
scenes observed in the contemporary 
urban landscape resulting from his uto-
pian visions a century earlier.

Invisible Measure
stills
Full HD video, 36 min
2013-4

watch:
https://vimeo.com/150157775



Vision Contract
stills
HD single channel, 4 min 40 sec
2013

www.polykunststoff.de

In the spring of 2013, I contacted every workshop for plexiglas production I could find in and around 
Berlin. Every 
workshop refused to let me in with a camera on the grounds that they were unwilling to expose their 
company 
secrets. Faced with the irony that the companies making transparent objects refuse to be seen, I 
had to resort to existing material. Upon searching for videos of plexiglas production online, I found 
endless amounts of videos, but mostly from a single source: www.plexiglas.tv. I was left with a split 
between the physical barrier which denied my access, and the virtual excess of information, adver-
tising the material’s see-through properties. 



Without Seams
Digital prints on acrylic glass, foil, bulldog clips.
2013

A sculpture series using the visual and linguistic modes of describing transparency juxtaposed with 
the 
transparent material itself.  The works question how vision and perception are guided by language.



Invisible Measure
Import Projects, Berlin 2013
Multimedia installation: sculptures, videos, film, printed canvas, transparent foil 
wall piece, text.



Light Politics
stills
HD single channel, 4 min 13 sec
2013

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7P5KnJ0abfA&list=UUJuNfFPaV-gr4QK67G8-VUQ

The video is a semi fictional conversation surrounding the construction of the pipe seen in the fore-
ground of the photo. The story provides a link between the use of transparent materials and the idea 
of political transparency within both the private and public realm. 



Through It, Appearance
Sound installation 17min 34 sec, digital print on canvas, transparent foil.
2013

In the summer of 2013, I interviewed Peter Eigen, founder of the anti-corruption organization, 
Transparency International, and former World Bank head of operations in South America and 
Africa. 
The resulting sound installation takes moments from the interview in which he uses met-
aphors or word plays related to transparent materials in describing his organization. Also 
exhibited within the installation is a 
reproduction of a painting hanging in his office, and a transparent fig leaf, a symbol he uses 
to describe himself with.



Invisible Measure
Performance lecture
2013

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7x20AsyUjro

The lecture was designed and presented as a fluid narrative, combining the encounters from my own 
research with fictional layers and characters. Beginning with tools of technical precision, the story 
juxtaposes their supposed objectivity with very minor glitsches in human behavior, adding my own 
personal gaze as narrator into the cast of semi-fictional characters. The story merges history, lived 
experience, political construction, and technical and scientific language. 


